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In July 1992, twenty-two-year-old art graduate Gruff Rhys, later better known as the lead singer of the Welsh rock group the Super Furry Animals, stood outside the entrance of the National Museum Cardiff and rolled three straight lines of toilet paper down the Museum’s stone steps. Standing opposite Cathays Park’s Gorsedd Gardens and Stone Circle, Rhys told the Western Mail the three lines represented the ‘Nod Cyfrin or Secret Symbol of the Gorsedd of Bards’ and were meant as a protest against ‘the lack of contemporary Welsh art in the museum’s galleries.​[1]​
Rhys’s ‘toilet show’ performance was one of the more colourful interventions in a long-running dispute about the display of art at the National Museum. Against the background of changing perceptions of Welsh visual culture and the broader growth of national self-confidence and political autonomy in Wales, the home of the national art collection has been repeatedly accused of neglecting its primary duty to ‘illustrate the art of Wales’, as laid out in its founding charter, by focusing instead on its prestigious collection of Old Masters and French Impressionist paintings in line with its secondary commitment to present fine art ‘whether connected or not with Wales’.​[2]​
As the National Museum marks the completion of a four-year project to refurbish part of the Cathays Park building into a National Museum of Art, it is timely to make an assessment of how far the institution and its curatorial staff have gone to address these concerns about the display of Welsh visual culture.
Calls for the National Museum to show more Welsh visual culture first emerged in the wake of the unsuccessful devolution referendum in 1979. Having failed to achieve the goal of self-government, nationalist campaigners turned towards transforming Wales’s existing public institutions. In 1980, the Thatcher government relented over the campaign to establish a separate Welsh-language television channel after Plaid Cymru leader Gwynfor Evans’s threatened death-fast, and in 1993 language campaigners scored another victory with the creation of a new Welsh Language Act, making bilingualism an official requirement of all public bodies in Wales.
Wales’s cultural institutions were no exception.  In 1986, artist and art historian Peter Lord wrote a damning critique of the Welsh Arts Council’s art policy, and six years later he turned his attention to the National Museum in The Aesthetics of Relevance, published in Gomer’s ‘Changing Wales’ series. For Lord, the problem was not simply the amount of work by Welsh artists presented at the Museum. The institution’s whole outlook was flawed. Lord argued that the Museum’s curatorial staff approached the national art collection from a ‘connoisseurial’ perspective, an approach that valued artists only in terms of their contribution to mainstream development of Western high art. This approach damaged understandings of Wales’s own visual culture in two ways. Firstly, it devalued, and thus excluded from display, the work of Welsh artisan painters like Hugh Hughes or William Roos who were seen as peripheral to the high-art tradition. Secondly, for those Welsh artists who did form part of the aesthetic mainstream, such as Richard Wilson or Augustus John, it obscured the full significance of their work in relation to Wales. The result was to give the impression Wales had no visual culture of its own. This had far-reaching consequences, as Lord explained: ‘The notion of an incomplete – and consequently inadequate – national culture as presented in Wales by Anglocentric art historians, is a powerful constraint on political evolution.’​[3]​
Drawing on ideas from ‘new’ art history, Lord put forward an alternative approach to the study of Welsh art based on exploring the whole visual culture of Wales in the context of Welsh history. What mattered, for Lord, was not whether an artist formed part of the Western high-art tradition, but whether his or her work was relevant to the story (or stories) of Wales. The fruits of this approach appeared in a series of books, exhibitions and CD-ROMS, culminating in the acclaimed Visual Culture of Wales series published between 1998 and 2004. These not only revealed forgotten images of the Welsh, but also provided new insights into the work of established artists from Wales and beyond.
The National Museum refused to engage with the criticisms in The Aesthetics of Relevance at the time. It was particularly sensitive to criticism, having just spent £26m on refurbishing its galleries. However, throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s, as Lord and other historians such as David Berry and John Harvey began to reveal more about Wales’s rich visual heritage, so the museum came under increasing pressure to display more Welsh art. In 1998, it opened a new Art in Wales gallery, and in 2001 it launched a major consultation on the future display of art in Wales. After touring the country and listening to the views of artists, curators, museum professionals and members of the public, as well as consulting counterparts in Scotland and Ireland, the Museum set out its new vision.​[4]​ More emphasis would be placed on works of Welsh inspiration and contemporary art from the post-war period, and there would also be regularly changing displays. However, the ambitious plans to transform the whole Cathays Park building into a £85.5m National Gallery of Art and build an entirely new National Centre for Contemporary Art at the cost of £38.8m were dropped after a feasibility study for the Welsh Assembly Government in 2007, which concluded that the Museum lacked the resources to develop the project fully. The Museum therefore settled on a more modest proposal to turn the first floor of Cathays Park into a ‘National Museum of Art’ for £6.5m, with funding both from the Assembly and private sources.

When the first part of the new ‘National Museum of Art’ opened in August 2008, it was clear that a change had taken place. The History Art Galleries in the Museum’s East Wing not only display a large amount of Welsh-inspired imagery, but they also use that material to tell stories about Wales and the Welsh.
The ‘Art in Wales’ gallery (1550-1700), for example, takes portraits of the landowning gentry in Tudor and Stuart Wales to illustrate the growing prosperity and self-confidence of the Welsh upper class in the period after the Acts of Union. Men such as William Herbert, 1st Earl of Pembroke, are shown in all their finery. Their features have been captured by noted continental portraitists like the Dutchmen Steven Van Herwijk. The low gallery lighting makes the room feel like a wealthy manor house.
A similar theme is explored in the ‘Faces of Wales’ gallery (1800-2000). Here portraits are used to celebrate the people who have contributed to the cultural, political and economic life of Wales over the past two hundred years – a kind of pantheon of Welsh national heroes. But these are not the landowning gentry or clergymen of the past; they are industrialists, politicians, scientists, artists and writers – the rising middle-class of the age of industry and democracy.
The historic art collection is not simply used for the purpose of historical illustration, but the power of the image is also revealed.  For example, the ‘Welsh Art in the Eighteenth Century’ gallery tells the story of how artists such as Richard Wilson and his pupil Thomas Jones helped to redefine perceptions of the Welsh in the late eighteenth century. One key example on show is Jones’s major historical work The Bard (1774), which used Thomas Gray’s legendary tale of Edward I’s massacre of the Welsh bards to cement the image of the Welsh as the living embodiment of the ancient Celts.
One of the most interesting and innovative displays in the East Wing is the ‘Power of the Land’ gallery. This explores how artists from various periods and backgrounds have depicted the same places and landscapes. It reminds us that landscape is a way of seeing – one that reflects the values and attitudes of the artist and the culture and society to which he or she belongs. The gallery itself is shaped like a half-moon crescent, and the paintings are ordered in geographical sequence. Walking through the ‘Power of the Land’ gallery therefore feels like going on a journey through Wales, from the twisted limestone cliffs of John Addyman’s Southerndown (1954) in the south, to the snow-capped mountains of Kyffin Williams’s Moel Siabod (1968) in the north.
Not all the Historic Art Galleries in the East Wing are devoted to Welsh subjects – the the ‘Art in Italy’ and ‘Art in the Netherlands’ galleries, for example, show the Museum’s collection of European Old Masters. There are also galleries on Victorian art in Britain and art in eighteenth-century Britain. Admittedly, these do contain some work by Welsh artists, but these images are used to illustrate Wales’s contribution to the story of British art. We therefore lose their full meaning and significance in relation to the history and culture of Wales.
The Historic Art Galleries also focus largely on painting and sculpture rather than the broader field of visual culture.  There are some display cabinets containing contextual material in the form of letters, personal effects and sketch books, but nothing like the full richness of visual material uncovered by art historians Peter Lord and John Harvey. ‘We did talk about cultural reference points,’ explains the Keeper of Art, Oliver Fairclough. ‘But that rather tended to get squeezed out, partly because a lack of time and space.’​[5]​
The National Museum of Wales is a highly compartmentalised organisation, and much of the material that could have been used to add breadth and depth to the stories told through the historic art collection is held separately at the National History Museum site at St Fagans. Nevertheless, it is fair to say that, as the first phase in the development of the National Museum of Art, the Historic Art Galleries opened in 2008 show a more positive approach to the broader visual culture of Wales.
The same could not be said for the second phase of the project. The galleries of Impressionist and Modern Art, which opened in October 2010, broadly trace the development of Modernism in Britain and France from Cézanne to the Surrealists of the 1930s. They focus on the world-famous Davies Collection, bequeathed to the National Museum after the Second World War by Margaret and Gwendoline Davies, granddaughters of the great Welsh industrialist David Davies.  But although the galleries contain some work by Welsh artists, including Augustus John, Ceri Richards and the lesser-known sculptor Edith Downing, this material is not used to tell stories about Wales, but rather demonstrate a Welsh contribution (albeit limited) to the development of the Western canonical art tradition.  Again, we lose their full meaning and significance in a Welsh cultural context as a result.
The Impressionist and Modern Art Galleries are undoubtedly the most popular section of the National Museum of Art, and it would be absurd to deny people the chance to see this work in order to provide more space for Welsh painting and sculpture. In any case, as Oliver Fairclough himself points out, ‘curators have to work with the collections they inherit’. But the point is not how much Welsh imagery is on show, but how the collection as a whole, including the material made outside Wales, could be shown in a way that tells us something about the Welsh nation to which it now belongs.  The new galleries of Impressionist and Modern Art, for example, could have used the collection to illustrate how attitudes to art patronage in Wales have changed over time.	
The Museum is certainly aware of these issues. In 2007, it organised the exhibition Industry to Impressionism: What Two Sisters did for Wales, which presented the Davies Collection as a product of Wales’s vast industrial wealth in the late nineteenth and the early twentieth century and the social and political context in which the Davies sisters lived.  However, unlike that exhibition, the new section on the Davies sisters only occupies a small corridor, tucked away at the back of one of the main galleries.
Fairclough rejects any suggestion that there is a deliberate aesthetic policy to present the Davies Collection from a conventional connoisseurial perspective, but concedes that in retrospect it probably gives that impression, since the galleries of Impressionist and Modern Art were ‘the ones we have changed least, partly because the funds available were no more than to allow us to paint the walls ... If we were a new build,’ he adds, ‘which would have cost ten times as much money, we would have wanted to create a rather different physical space in which to show the Davies Collection, and in retrospect I wish we had given the story of the Davies Collection more space than we did.’
The difficulty with a high-profile body of work like the Davies Collection is that it comes with certain expectations about how that material should be displayed. Fairclough admits this should not preclude the curatorial staff from trying out different or more radical forms of interpretation, but accepts that, looking back, it probably has done.
The problem could be overcome through making more innovative use of technology such as audio guides or tablets, to tell parallel stories about the collection. But although the Art Department started off with quite ambitious plans to use such tools throughout the new galleries, it soon discovered how labour intensive this was, and Fairclough concedes that ‘we frankly did not do that part well’.​[6]​  Whether the Art Department can resolve this issue will ultimately depend on future resources and institutional priorities.

The opening of Contemporary Art Galleries in July 2011 marked the third and final phase in the development of the National Museum of Art. The galleries occupy the entire West Wing of the Museum’s first floor, and as a whole they increase the amount of space devoted to contemporary art by about forty percent. They also represent the most ambitious part of the refurbishment project.  Individual gallery exhibitions will change regularly over the coming year, and after the Artes Mundi exhibition in autumn 2012, a completely new display will be installed in 2013.
Rather than attempt to present a grand narrative of the post-war period, the Contemporary Art Galleries are organised around thematic displays. This is partly because they focus on an era in which conventional aesthetic traditions begin to break down. The Head of Modern and Contemporary Art, Nicholas Thornton, also points out that he comes from a generation of art historians who were never really taught a connoisseurial approach to art history, and he is therefore more comfortable with the consideration of cultural relevance.
Some of the themes in the new galleries are certainly explored in a specifically Welsh context. The ‘Art in Post-War Wales’ gallery, for example, looks at how émigré artists such as Josef Herman and Heinz Koppel and the Welsh-born artists whom they inspired, such as Ernest Zobole and Denis Short, approached the theme of place during the 1940s and 1950s. These artists are shown to have produced work that expressed solidarity with the tough living and working conditions of their working-class neighbours. Other themes, however, are looked at with little direct reference to Wales. The ‘Art and the Body’ gallery, for example, uses paintings by David Hockney and Francis Bacon to examine how the image of the human body became distorted in the wake of the Holocaust, the Second World War and the growing fear and paranoia of the Cold-War period, but says nothing about how this theme has been approached by artists working in a Welsh cultural context.
One theme that has undoubtedly been a central concern for artists in Wales over the last thirty years is that of identity. The ‘Art since the 1960s’ gallery features work by Welsh artists who choose to explore their own cultural identity, yet still produce work that remains relevant to an international audience. It includes a number of politically charged works by members of Grŵp Beca, including Paul Davies’s Welsh Not/Love Spoon (1977), one of the first examples of ‘nationalist’ Welsh art, and Ivor Davies’s The Writing on the Wall I (2002), which seeks to highlight the destruction of Welsh-language communities through the image of an old Welsh family bible which has been torn apart.
The inclusion of this progressive nationalist artwork in the National Museum for the first time indicates how much the institution has changed over the last decade. For members of Grŵp Beca, the Museum used to be regarded as a kind of ‘colonial outpost’ of the British state to which they were opposed. Within this institutional setting, however, the work loses some of its original radicalism. Although the gallery description points out that this work deals with issues of Welsh identity, it says nothing about the fact that the Welsh national identity formulated by these artists represented an explicit challenge to British cultural imperialism.
Issues of identity and politics continue to concern a younger generation of Welsh artists. The ‘Power of the Land’ gallery, for example, features the installation Unlliw (2002) by Carwyn Evans. Made out of 6,500 cardboard bird boxes (a reference to a controversial housing development plan by Ceredigion County Council), this work addresses debates on the impact that planning policies can have on the cultural balance of rural areas in Wales.
A more purely formalist approach to art is, however, still also alive and well in Wales.  The ‘Ideas Into Art’ gallery, for example, features a new installation by conceptual artist Richard Long called Blaenau Ffestiniog Circle (2010), which is made out of broken pieces of Welsh slate. The work invites the viewer to consider the formal qualities of the material, but says nothing about the lives of the people who once worked the slate quarries or the Welsh-speaking communities from which they came.

The National Museum has certainly tried to address past concerns about the display of Welsh visual culture in its galleries. It has conducted extensive consultation, and in parts of the new galleries there is a real commitment to tell stories about Wales. Yet aspects of the old canonical art approach remain, particularly in the galleries of Impressionist and Modern Art. The National Museum of Art – like the nation as a whole – seems caught between two traditions, one engaging with the life of the nation, and the other sidelining this issue.
There will always be visitors – perhaps the vast majority – who are not interested in how the Nation Museum displays its art collection. They simply want to look at good pictures. But the issue of how the Museum presents its collection does matter, because it indicates the guiding values of the institution and the people who work there.  It also helps to shape broader ideas about the nation.
In my own view the fundamental purpose of the National Museum should be, as the Museum’s Council itself said at the opening of the Cathays Park building in 1927, ‘to teach the stranger about Wales and to teach the Welsh people about their own country’.​[7]​ That does not mean solely showing work by Welsh artists, but presenting the whole art collection, whether inspired by Wales or not, in a way that tells us something about Welsh history and culture. Anything else will only continue to act as a constraint on the process of nation-building which, as both the 1997 referendum and the 2011 vote on law-making powers demonstrate, is the expressed will of the people of Wales.
Some see this goal as impractical. Rhiannon Mason, for example, writes in a recent study of the National Museum: ‘While there are sound reasons for working to challenge and dismantle the operation of canonical discourse, an institution like the National Museum of Wales has to tread a careful political path. It cannot afford to alienate itself from that aforementioned international art-world, visiting public or funding bodies.’​[8]​ Yet this sounds like a recipe for creating a moribund culture, straight-jacketed by convention, and indistinguishable from others.
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